A Piece Of History For Sale!

Photo 1: (Top) Actual classic costumes from
the Jack Gwynne Illusion Show. Worn by
his wife and assistants. (The long white gown
was the one wor n for the Super X
Suspension.)
Photo 2: (Left) The supports for Super X
Suspension (original).
Photo 3: (Bottom) The actual board and
supports for the Super X Suspension.
(This was the first one and he made it special
for his shows and traveled the country with
it!) Look closely, as you can see nothing on
the board!
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Jack Gwynne

One Of America’s Premier Illusionists!
He was born April 12, 1893. Passed on December 7, 1969. He was born in
Pittsburgh, PA and died in Chicago, IL of a heart attack. He was an actor and a
creator of magic.
Statics:
• Nationality - American
• Height: 5’ ll”
• Spouse - Anne Apel
• Children - Margaret and Virden
Jack was a creator of one of the finest suspensions in the magic world—that still
plays wonderfully today. He called his creation Super X Suspension! This
illusion was sold by Abbott’s Magic for years and years—hundreds have been sold!
He also invented the wonderful production of his “Stack Of Bowls”. He toured
America with his famous road show, which inspired many magicians to follow in
the “art of magic”. Long live his reputation!

Joe Stevens

Contact Joe Ste
vens ffor
or details
Stev
details..
E-Mail: joe@stevensmagic.com
or Call: 316.683.9582
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Nick Lewin Presents...

Ultimate Coin In
Vanishing Bottle

A Classic Trick With A
Vanishing Twist!!
The Ultimate Coin in Vanishing
Bottle has been a signature effect
and secret weapon in Nick Lewin’s
professional show for several
decades. In this show-stopping
routine, Nick manipulates sight,
sound and audience response to
create the ultimate version of this
venerable classic.
This initial release is limited to 50
sets that contain everything needed
to present this effect exactly as Nick performs it. The limited edition includes
a special certificate that grants full television performance rights
to the purchaser. These rights are non transferable. This routine is
perfect for a stunning TV set.
The powerful and original new finale results in four separate escalating rounds of
applause that truly takes this effect to another level of impact. This routine is great
and original entertainment for corporate, nightclub and stage performers. It could
well become the most talked about trick in your repertoire.
Comes complete with the following...
• Performance/Instruction Notes from Nick. • Full script. • DVD with two sets
of live performance: Theater and nightclub, plus full demonstration. • Folding
Kennedy Half Dollar with matching coin. • Extra bands for the Folding Kennedy
Half Dollar. • Customized Glass Coca Cola Bottle in a Koozie. • Customized
Nielsen Vanishing Bottle. • Certificate for Television Performance Rights.
The DVD is a virtual masterclass in
performing. Every detail needed to
master this effect is explained in detail
making it “performance ready” for
any magician. This footage will
NOT be made available on our
website or any social media out
of fairness to our purchasers.

300

$
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More From Nick Lewin

Ultimate Color
Changing Silks

Nick’s Ultimate
Color
Changing Silks is great magic,
strong comedy and a series of
surprises that capture an
audience's attention. In three
minutes, Nick can entertain and
subtly train the audience to
respond in exactly the manner he
wants them to. Best of all, this is
done while making constant eye
contract with the entire audience.
A sure-fire routine packed with surprises, it is guaranteed to get big laughs and
applause. Perfect for any audience. Nick has opened his shows with this routine
for three decades. Learn to present the effect exactly as he presents it in the
performance footage. A classic trick that really connects with audiences.
The DVD teaches every word, nuance and detail needed to allow you to add this
routine easily and quickly into your show.
This trick has everything needed to make it a powerful audience favorite. Comes
with: custom dye tube, red 18 inch silk, yellow 18 inch silk, DVD, magnet,
script & notes on this amazing trick!

125

$

Ultimate Microphone
Holder 2.1
The very best hands-free microphone holder in the
market, with a subtle difference in design that moves
it head and shoulders above similar designs available
for purchase.
Whether you use it every show or just carry it with
you so that you are never caught off guard when
your cordless head set microphone gives out (as
they all eventually do), this is a vital piece of
equipment to own.
This is the perfect microphone holder for any
performer. It is strong and sturdy, unobtrusive,
and minimalistic in design. Comes in its own fabric
bag for storage.

30

$
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Nick Lewin’s DVDs

Ultimate Cards Across

The Cards Across is fine magic that has been a hit in
many magicians’ show. However, visibility has never been
its strongest point. This version has deconstructed the
effect and arrived at the most visual Cards Across
possible—the punch of having red cards pass into a blue
packet makes this an outstandingly visual piece of magic.
This is a comprehensive DVD explaining the effect and
giving ideas for its presentation, but no performance.
Use your own imagination to sell the ingenious
methodology for this classic effect! Catch Nick's lecture
to see his personal handling.
This effect comes complete with the special Bicycle cards, DVD instructions and all
the other props needed for you to be able to add this effect to your show immediately.

DVD & Gimmicks...$60

Ultimate Multiplying Bottles
The Multiplying Bottles is one of the finest pieces of visual
magic that a magician can perform for an audience. It’s
fast, funny, flashy and big enough to be effective in any
venue. Whether you already perform this effect or wish
to add it to your show, this DVD will prove invaluable to
you!
Nick learned this routine, personally, from the late Ken
Brooke in 1966 and he has closed shows with it for nearly
50 years. The routine is fully explained, but the rhythms
and subtleties Nick shares will prove to be invaluable to
any performer wishing to master this effect! The DVD is
very detailed and thorough and is virtually a masterclass
in commerical magic!

35

$

20-2-10

This DVD is an incredibily powerful money trick from
Nick’s show. It involves a really strong double effect
that happens quickly and yet still has time for plenty of
big laughs along the way. The props fit in your pocket
without leaving a single bulge—the ultimate in pack flat
and play big! The trick can be performed close-up or in
full-sized theatres. Not only is this a great stand alone
effect, but the DVD contains a host of valuable
information on how to sell small magic in a big way!

30

$
6
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Stevens Magic Presents...
X-Ray
Card Shoe
We at Stevens Magic Emporium have
sold gambling effects for many years
and there has been an up-tick lately
on these rare and expensive gaffed
devices. We are pleased to bring you
our version of this specially designed
“Card Dealing Shoe.”
This dealing shoe allows the operator
to identify the next card to come out
of the shoe. The advantage of this
version is that it doesn’t have any
electronics like the camera shoe, so
there are no batteries to be charged.
Plus, due to the “new” design, our
dealing shoe can now be completely
examined at the end and no one
would discover that the shoe is gaffed!
This poker 2-deck dealing shoe
measures approximately 4 inches
wide x 3.5 inches high x 8.7 inches deep—10cms wide, 8.5cms high and 22cms
deep and is completely hand-crafted from genuine teak. The shoe also has a heavy
solid brass roller with a fluid movement,
allowing easy dealing of your cards.
Please note that our gaffed
dealing shoe is being sold for
exhibition, entertainment and
demonstration purposes only.
The instructions will only teach you how
to operate the device and no actual
routine is provided.
Finally: You will also need two normal
decks of cards which are not supplied.

235

$
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Ball Manipulating

Multiplying
Billiard Balls

Excellent quality, medical-grade
silicone multiplying balls that we
tested and are sure you will be
pleased with. I know what you’re
asking—what about the shell? The
shell is excellent—if we didn’t feel
confident about this product, we
wouldn’t offer it to our customers!
These balls are amazingly easy to
grip, and will improve your performance compared to using slick wood balls.
Additionally they are permanently colored so they will not fade over time. Cleaning
them is equally easy, just use regular dish soap and warm water and they’re as
good as new. These are also called JL Lukas Balls.
Comes with three balls and one exceptionally made shell—available in white only!

New Size - 1.85 Inches...$90

Metamorphosis Ball
Poetic, visual and beautiful! Those were
the words spoken when we watched the
video and that is what your audience will
think when you perform using the
Metamorphosis Ball. This effect does
exactly what you think it would,
“morphing” into the shape of a ball in
many ways.
The Metamorphosis Ball can be
incorporated with other classic effects, such as a vanishing wand as seen in the
video. It’s the perfect segue piece—which from a visual standpoint is the crucial
theory in magic. The wand vanishes, turning into a flower petal, which then morphs
into the ball. A personal favorite (as shown in the performance video) is taking a
flower and plucking a petal from it, and then visual morphing the petal into the
ball!
Perfect to use for vanishes and appearances and many other applications limited
to your imagination. This prop stands strong on its own, but using in conjunction
with other classic effects, you probably already own (or are readily available), and
you have the visual definition of synergy and magic!
The ball is just under 2 inches in diameter or 5cm. Available in either White or
Red (please specify when ordering!)

White or Red...$20 each
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Silk Productions

Perfect Silk
To Ball

One of magic’s great
visual effects! Always
gets a great reaction.
A silk instantly changes
into a ball right before
spectators’ eyes. This
has a lot of possible
applications. This updated,
Version 3, allows for the silk
to be handled freely and
independent
of
the
performer’s hands! Place silk
on a table or over your
shoulder, then watch as it
instantly changes into a ball in
your hand!
Comes complete with trick ball and two red silks.

65

$

Diamond Cut
Mirror Goblet
The Mirror Goblet is crafted from a strong
virtually indestructible acrylic. The mirror
divider is purposefully located below the top
edge of the glass, to aide in diminishing the
possibility of “flashing” during your
performance. Both compartments are
waterproof! The Mirror Goblet dims out at
7-inches tall with a 3.5-inches mouth, so it
looks great and has ample room to handle
either liquid or a 36-inch carefully folded silk.

The instructions are refreshingly detailed with
all the information you would want as well as
bonus valued-added tips and routines working
with both slush powder and non-slush powder
applications. Additional kudos as it provides important care instructions, safety
and maintenance tips. You can’t go wrong with excellent quality products!

This is a winner!

40

$
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Viktor Voitko Presents...

DF Coin Synergy
2 Versions

This is the SYNERGY edition, as it
comes with TWO DVDs (or equivilant
of) and 10 additional value added
components! The combination of
Johnny Wong and Viktor Voitko and
Oleg KRAM—is dangerous. This
effect using one of Johnny’s quality
coins, is routined further by another
master of the art—Viktor Voitko. This
product comes with the coins as well
as Version 2.0 DVD from Viktor
Voitko which teaches his personal
handling and routines.
This is the ultimate upgrade from the
original Coin Thru Bill. No matter if
you are a professional, an amateur
magician or even a rookie to coin magic—you are going to love this Double Face
Coin Thru Bill. While it is designed and crafted with great complexity, it is really
easy to use in a performance—and it will create lots of amazing effects.
Here are just a few of the routines provided on the DVDs: Coin Thru Bill,
Unique 2 Fly, 3 Coins Travel, 3 Fly, 3 Coins Illusion Routine, Half Dollar & Chinese
Coin Illusion and lots more!

Eisenhower (Dollar)...$85

Kennedy (Half Dollar)...$60

Close-Up Case
This is a very nice accessory for those
of you who are looking for an easy
way to get double-duty! Can easily
carry—very lightweight—but also can
be used as a performance pad! Case
measurements are: 17x12x2-inches.
Enhancements: Each of these cases
has been fitted with a black felt top—
which is paramount to a close-up pad.
The black felt is also lined “inside” the
cases on both top and bottom
(internal). Wings have been added to
both sides, allowing you, the performer, to have reasonable cover when you are
going into and out of the case to get your props. Very well thought out when you
think about it.

Limited Quantities...$65
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Simple Mentalism

Harold Voit’s

Super Mento Pad
This Super Mento Pad is one of the
most effective and affordable “Add A
Number” effects on the market. What
makes this pad superb is the fact that it
is so innocent-looking and the “gaff” is
equally innocent. You can perform this
effect WITH confidence!
The mentalist shows a prediction in an
envelope or on a board and sets it aside.
He then passes out the notebook and
requests that different spectators write
down a 3 or 4-digit number on the page,
directly under each number in a column
(see photo). The fourth and final
spectator is asked to total up the
columns. When this person announces
the total of the columns, the performer
then has his prediction revealed—and it
matches the spectator! Sweet and
Simple!
Imported from Germany, Pad features a simple, yet very effective gaff that works
time after time. It has a very nice feel and secure weight. Why is this important?
Because when you throw it out to an audience member, you want to make sure it
gets there. Measurements are approximately 5.5-inches tall by 3.25-inches wide.
Features include one FREE paper refill (after which pads are available in any office
supply store). Pen is not included. Comes with value added Satori routine!

Highly Recommended...$75

Age Test
NO Memorization!
You display seven small cards, each has a variety
of numbers printed on them. Ask someone to
think of their age as you deal the plastic cards to
the table. And they 'SAY YES' if their age in
somewhere on one
of the seven cards.
You do not even look at these cards as you deal
them. When all seven cards have been dealt, you
name their age! Better yet, have someone pick any
number from 1-99.

15

$
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Antonio Romero Exclusive
Romero
Card Fountain

Winner of 2015’s FISM Invention
Award—Antonio Romero has
broken new ground!
A fantastic new card fountain that allows
you to control the height and the speed
of the propelled cards. The new system
allows you to regulate the fountain to suit
your act. Finally you are in control!
The Romero Card Fountain breaks
new ground, incorporating two controls
to regulate the propulsion of the cards.
The problem with previous fountains is
that their activation cause a stream of
cards lasting barely over a second, and
could only be used primarily as an
enhancement or visual candy for your
act. Most often, the traditional use of
the card fountains of the past are in
conjunction with the card sword. But
with Antonio Romero’s new model, the
possibilities have grown—exponentially!
The new system allows you to regulate
the height of the fountain and to allow
more than one stream of cards. The
different speeds make it practical for
many spectacular effects.
Devised to suit the needs of the magician, it includes:
• Both manual and remote control ignition!
• You can use several decks—not limited to just one!
• LED light indication so you know the unit is ready to go.
• New Stream Control—allowing YOU to adjust the power and rhythm of the
cards! For variable height control and variation of streams.
• Timer for up to 20 seconds.
• Easily accessible manual activation.
• An activation peg through a button with a cable (not included) or for connecting
to other shooting devices.
• Dimensions: 4 1/3 x 4 x 4 1/4 inches (11 cm x 9.5 cm x 10.5 cm).

Fantastic, New Technology...$450
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Classic Linking Rings

Ladies Himber Ring
2 Versions

The Linking Finger Rings effect is dramatic.
Three spectators’ rings are borrowed and
actually LINKED TOGETHER. Then each is
returned to its owner undamaged! You’ll be
proud to own and perform with any of these
rings. Made from 10k gold.
Designed by a master jeweler and a magican,
each ring is individually hand crafted. The
gimmick is so well concealed, even a seasoned magician
will have trouble finding it.
Ladies’ ring is available in one size only! Choose
from Blue Topaz or Cubic Zirconia—please
specify when ordering.

695 each

$

Back In-Stock!!

Himber Rings
If you are looking for a very, very nice
set of Himber Rings that are NOT
genuine gold... these are for YOU!
And priced right, too!
You get a set of Himber Rings for the
price below. One is the “gaffed” ring
and one is the duplicate ring. PLUS
tips, ideas and routines for the rings.
These rings are gold-looking and fill
the needs of a super routine without
the costs of gold. Don’t miss out on
these rings!

2-Ring Set...$25
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Quality Craftsmanship

Mel Babcock’s

Die Box

Handsomely made from fine walnut wood, this die box features an innovative
principle. No turning or door knobs necessary. The Die Box has four doors.
Both front doors are gimmicked. Detailed with brass hinges and knobs. Also
fabric-lined. If you do the die box or want to or wish to collect a fine classical magic
prop, this one is for you! Mel Babcock is the modern day Thayer.

Very Limited Quantities!

Available Again...$255

Porper Originals...

Money Paddle

It’s been said that “money talks.” Here’s
a trick that makes it multiply. Prove it by
acquiring three coins from your audience
—a penny, a nickel and a dime. At the
end of the trick, you’ll double their
money—and make an easy tip for
yourself.
Paddle tricks are always great because
they are easy to carry with you and we all know that money magic (just by itself), is
one of the top favorites of people everywhere. And it will be one of your favorite
effects to use on the go! Take it with you anywhere—to dinner with friends, traveling
on the plane. This product features the excellent quality, manufactured in the US
by Illusion.Works (manufacturer of original Joe Porper Magic).

Limited Quantities...$50
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Miracles With Rope
Available Again!
Knots So Fast
One of the most clever and
unusual rope effects in the
magic world! Perfor mer
shows a piece of rope with a
regular knot tied in the middle
of the rope.
On
command...the knot falls off!
“Oops...sorry about that!”
As the spectator goes to pick
up the knot, the performer
states, “Oh, that’s all right, don’t worry about it.” And WOW, the knot has now
reappeared back on the middle of the rope. Instant magic—Clever—Funny—
Easy to do—Carry it in your pocket. Great for close-up, stand-up or stage. Excellent
gimmick, handmade.

27.50

$

Tenyo’s Four Nightmares Deluxe
A long piece of rope and a short piece of rope are displayed to the audience.
Then the magician visually stretches the ropes to equal lengths. The magician ties
the two ropes together. Then the knot is miraculously slid off of the rope and the
magician is left with one long piece of rope. Finally the magician ties one final
knot in the middle of the rope. With no false moves the loop is slid cleanly off the
rope as well, leaving the magician with a piece of rope in one hand and an endless
loop of rope in the other hand. Comes complete with step-by-step instructions
and specially prepared rope!

55

$
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives
Zoran’s
Horror Finger

One of the greatest “shock” effects of
all time recently updated and improved
by Eric Ross.
A snap blade razor that is used for opening
boxes, or cutting anything is introduced. The
blade is extended... Nothing unusual here—
right? What happens next however is
anything but usual. You take the blade and
draw it across your finger! Everyone cringes
and screams—STOP! But, you press on as
the razor slices deep into your flesh and
BLOOD oozes and squirts out —looks like
we hit oil—I mean an artery!
The illusion is perfect. The effect is so mind-boggling you have to see it to believe
it. No photo can do it justice. Enhancements from internationally known
contemporary illusionist Eric Ross. An updated detailed NEW DVD where
Eric goes through set up, performance and the finer points to “milk” or
we should say “ooze” all the blood out of this effect you can!
Completely safe and non-toxic. Comes complete with theatrical blood, special
knife, ungaffed knife and DVD performance and explanation.

60

$

With permission from
Abbotts Magic...

The Tumble Bug

A wonderful pocket effect!
A mysterious, pocket, magic gag that
produces a lot of fun for everyone! One
of those rare items from the past. It’s
cute and you will love it!!
Lots of laughs! Fools everyone!
Simple to do! Watch the little
TUMBLE BUG fool everyone as it
does a complete sumersault for
the performer, but impossible for
the spectator!
Design on Tumble Bug can vary due
to production style.

8

$
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Antique Collectibles

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
Let us sell your collectibles—Contact Joe or Mark

Thayer
Coin Wand

Good Condition

Thayer
Mirror Box

Good Condition

Thayer
Passe Passe Bottles
Good Condition

Thayer
Super X Changing
Basket
Good Condition

Thayer
Wu Ling Pagoda
Good Condition

Thayer
Presto Card Frame
Good Condition

Thayer
Hong Kong Duck Vanish
Good Condition

2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

❑

MasterCard

❑

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50 Important Note: The above charges will apply
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total

ProLine Magic Presents...
Cliff Wiggs’

Magic Pro Hoop
Levitation Hoop

Stevens Magic is proud to be the
exclusive distributor of this item!
From the masters workshop at
Proline Magic—the makers of some
of the most sought after effects in
magic now comes Magic Pro Hoop.
While ad copy and images alone
won’t do it justice, we will do our best
but you really need to see it to fully
appreciate the quality.
Truthfully it could sell for a lot more and people have paid a lot more
for similar items that were nowhere near this quality.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This gleaming polished aluminum hoop is lightweight and is easy to handle
and use.
This hoop looks solid and can be opened with one hand.
It may also be spun around on one hand in the “open” position without revealing
the gaff.
Simple to close and will stay closed. Very secure locking mechanism.
Not too big and not too small. (28 inches in diameter), 3/4-inch aluminum
tubing.
The other measurement you will want to know is min. 2 1/4-inch gap.
Can be used for any stage or platform levitation effect.

Truthfully even our own Tech1—Shawn Reida stated, “I don’t know how it did
it—I mean it’s a perfect circle and it’s flawless.”
Never before have working pro’s had the opportunity to get something so
remarkably well constructed at such a great price. This is high quality and dependable
magic… You will see the great value once you hold it in your hands.

455

$

ATTENTION ALL!
vensMa
gic
.Global
We have a new website... Ste
Stev
ensMagic
gic.Global
Check it out - it has over 12,000
magical tricks, books, downloads and DVDs!
20
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Just Made It!!
Michel Huot & Richard Sanders

Priceless

ANY PRICE NAMED is instantly seen HANGING ON A PRICE
TAG…anywhere on your clothing!
From the minds of Michel Huot and Richard Sanders comes a
mentalism breakthrough. Walk up to anyone…
“How much do you think I paid for my jacket?” They name
ANY PRICE, example “$84.25” (which you jot down on a
notepad.) Immediately, you look up and say, “I didn’t pay $84.25
for my jacket! In fact, I didn’t pay anything for it… I just
TOOK it!” Instantly, you remove your jacket, REVEALING A
SECURITY TAG with a price tag hanging from it. (This is a very
funny moment!) As the laughter
subsides… they notice the price on
the price tag… miraculously, it’s $84.25!
Priceless is an organic, impossible prediction built
into a comedy prop, a security tag. This can be played
for laughs or as a serious mentalism piece. Get
complete details on our website!
Priceless comes with: 1 Custom designed security
tag gimmick, 2 different plastic, dry/wet erase price
tags (that will last a lifetime), wet erase marker, 90
minute video tutorial guiding you though every nuance
of this amazing effect, Plus LIVE PERFORMANCES
both ON STAGE and CLOSE-UP.

60

$

Hypno-Bill Deluxe
With DVD

One of the most visual bill changes you
will ever see! The performer clearly
shows both sides of a bill and otherwise
empty hands. He folds the bill once in half, and simply by waving one hand over the
front of the bill once, it changes before the audience’s eyes! An almost hypnotic
experience, Hypno-Bill really is this smooth and visual. Carry it in your wallet and
you’ll be ready to amaze anywhere, anytime. Ideal for table-hopping and walkaround close-up performances. Resets automatically. Gimmick can be made in 15
minutes or less. You receive the fully photo-illustrated, 6-page manuscript on how
to easily construct the necessary gimmick. This effect now comes with a
performance and explanation DVD by Craig Cole. Sold as a set only,
can’t get DVD separately!

25

$
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Different Kinds Of Card Tricks
Phil Goldstein’s

B’Wave

Jumbo or Close-Up
One of the great creations in magic
continues to be sold and performed! Hold
up four jumbo blue-backed cards (said to be
Queens). A spectator selects one of the cards.
The named card is shown to be the only one
with a red back. The other three cards are
blank! The “jumbo” (8.5 x 5.5-inch) cards
can be seen in a large venue. Complete with
four specially constructed cards and illustrated
instructions. Can be learned in seconds. No sleight-of-hand required. Self-working.
Also available in poker size cards for close-up.

Jumbo...$25

Close-Up...$12.50

Juan Tamariz’s

Royalistic

Aldo Colombini’s

Jumbo Coincidence

Two packets of jumbo half-cards are
mixed. A spectator freely selects a card
from one of the packets, leaving it
protruding. You simultaneously turn the
top cards of both packets face up
showing the cards are different.
Continue until the selected card is
reached, it matches the card in the other
pile! As a kicker ending, both packets
are turned face down and when the
cards are dealt face up, each and every
card matches. Ungaffed, examinable
and easy to do.

20

$
22

One of the best card routines
you will ever do!
You freely display a mediocre Poker
hand with blue (or red) backs. You square
the cards, make a magical gesture (if you
like) and immediately show that the five
cards changed into the best possible
Poker hand—A Royal Flush. For an
unbelievable ending, you now turn the
cards face down to show that each card
has a different back.
Comes complete with all necessary cards
(Bicycle Back) and color, photo-illustrated
instructions. Easy to learn.

25

$
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Viking Magic Masterpieces
Kineti-Key
2 Versions

Large

The ornate key is held at the
fingertips and the “bit” slowly
Junior moves around the shaft of the
key, then just as mysteriously it
is slid down the shaft toward the
bow! All of this is done in full view, defying the laws of
physics. Then the “bit” is moved all the way to the bow,
it is then handed out for examination!
No grooves and no mechanics to get
out of order! You will be performing
this in five minutes of receiving this
incredible effect! Beware of cheap
imitations. This is still the
best..forget the rest!

Large version is gold-plated and is
4.5-inches long and is still perfect for
close-up or stand-up and great for walk-around! Junior Version is 3.5-inch long
with same gold-plating and is perfect for close-up situations. The hilt on each
version is different.

Large Version...$97.50

Junior Version...$35

Ball Thru Hand
The performer displays a solid brass plunger and a
solid steel ball. The ball is dropped into a brass cup,
which is resting atop the back of the performer’s hand.
The plunger is used to press the ball “flat” ...or so they
think. The plunger is removed and the ball has
vanished, only to appear moments later as it falls
through the performer’s hand.
This may read simple, but the effect on your audience
is staggering. This is just an impossible feat! A true
piece of real magic that you will use often. Hand
polished and fitted for beauty and precision.
Comes complete with brass plunger, cup, steel ball
bearing and detailed instructions. Resets in 30 seconds.
Viking products give you the power to create miracles
with their precision. Made in the USA.

55

$
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Ken Brooke Magic

Created By Jack Avis...

Poker Pot

A Re-Release From The
Ken Brooke Magic Range
If you’re looking for something completely different in
a close-up routine—Here it is! Used by professionals
for years, we are happy to re-release this upgraded
version. Each unit is hand made and hallmarked
by Louie Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut.
Far superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every way!
Jack Avis has taken two classic principles and by
blending them together has produced a clean cut
magical effect for performing what is known as “CHINK-ACHINK.” The box removes the need for shells or “extra
units” of the items employed thus, the weakness of having
to obtain and later ditch them is entirely eliminated. Roy
Johnson has added additional material to the original. Once
the basic principle is understood, Roy’s working can be
quickly understood! And there are nine pages of additional
thoughts and routines provided by the late great Ken Brooke.

65

$

Potty Prediction

One of the finest pieces of
magical entertainment for
Stand-Up or Parlor Presentations.
Here’s a fine comedy routine by Ken Green.
Such routines as this are, as any entertainer
will confirm, priceless.
We send you a special pack of cards, a couple
of good quality jumbo cards, an envelope and
the manuscript. The apparatus, plus the
knowledge you will gain from the manuscript,
will boost the entertainment value of your act
100%. The presentation can be performed
under close-up conditions and is also suitable
for after dinner work before small audiences.
As supplied it is not suitable for large stage,
but can be adapted. This is real situation comedy! Audience participation is vital to
your success as a performer. POTTY PREDICTION gives you all the scope you
need!

Completely Redone!
24

45

$
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Ken Brooke Magic
Tamariz
Rabbits
An entertaining routine with such a cute
story. Audiences of all ages will love it.
A white rabbit appears in a previously
empty top hat. An apple appears and
then is seen to be just an apple core.
The next time we see the rabbit in the
hat, he is green from eating
the apple! A classic
effect by Juan
Tamariz, comes complete with Michael Close’s
routine and washable plastic cards. See
Juan’s performance on our website.

Poker Size...$30

Four Faces
Based on an idea by Covello.
Performer shows a regular-sized envelope
and mentions that there are four court cards in
the envelope. Example: Four Kings. He announces
to the spectator that one and ONLY one of the Kings is
FACE UP. The spectator gets a FREE choice of one of
the four Kings—Clubs, Spades, Hearts or Diamonds.
When the spectator announces his
choice, the performer opens the envelope and
takes out the four cards and spreads them and
“lo and behold” the ONLY face up card
matches the one called out by the
spectator. And it, and ONLY it, has a different
colored back card than the remaining three
cards. 100% accurate all the time.
If you are familiar with B’Wave, this was its
precursor. Carry this in your pocket and
you will always be prepared to WOW
them.

12.50

$
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Ken Brook Magic
Fogel’s
Second Spot
Five bags are given out. While the performer’s
back is turned, spectators deposit a personal
possession into their respective bags. They seal
and close the bags and mix them all up. A bag is
handed to the Mentalist and, not only does he
know who put the item into the bag, he also
gives a short personality reading on that person
and hands the item back to him.
Yes, these are pseudo
readings, but great
fun. Very mysterious
as well. Plays well onstage or
parlor. Wonder ful audience
participation. Comes complete
with all you need and NO
gimmicks!

97.50

$

Baby Gag

New Lower Price!
The audience is asked to name any famous
person. The performer claims to have that
person’s picture in an envelope. He pulls
out a color drawing of a baby! Then he
explains that he was covered no matter who
was named as he shows pictures of a white
baby, a black baby, a yellow baby and a red
baby. A cute
comedy routine
ideal for an MC,
comedy club
performer or anyone wanting a few laughs in their act.
Stage size—15.5 x 11.5-inches.

37.50

$
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Richard’s Done It Again!
Scryer Speaks

By Richard Webster
He’s Back! The Scryer returns in 2016 with
a new offering titled—Scryer Speaks.
Featuring some of the following!
Double Contact Mind Reading – Yes, you
heard right! Not one, but TWO people doing
contact mind reading! You will love this one!
Very different and kills.
The Rose Knows – An approach Neal uses
with a rose to do a reading then leaves them
with the Rose—very strong.
Spirit Message On Rose Petals – This is
one of Neal’s most impressive secrets he was
reluctant to share. This is perfect for readings.
This is incredible and strong.
You Do Voodoo – This powerful presentation is worth its weight in gold. Enough
said.
The Phantom Snake Bite – This is one of Neal’s most talked about effects. It’s
an exploration of the paranormal which transpires into a powerful experience for
the participant.
Under My Thumb – A very powerful and intuitive reading using a compact
mirror.
PK Rose Touch – A very powerful PK touch using a rose that Neal has been
using for years. Never shared. Excellent handling. This one plays big with a couple.
And more great material…

99

$

For more Richard Webster books—please check
our website! We have more than 30 Webster
items available.
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Life Of Lester Lake

Buried Alive Every
Afternoon
Burned Alive Every
Evening

The Life Of Lester Lake
By Julie A. Schlesselman

The Story of Lester Lake “Great Marvelo”
magician, inventor, showman and
daredevil performer!
• Hardcover
• Foreword by Ken Klosterman
• 12 chapters
• 352 pages
• Many photographs
• Appendices
• Comprehensive citation sources &
index
Taken from Ken Kloster man’s
Foreword...
Lester Lake was a remarkable daredevil
performer. On almost a daily basis, he had
himself burned alive, buried alive or boiled alive!
He was a creative genius who invented
hundreds of magic effects and illusions, most
of which are still performed today. He did
most of his creative work while working at
Abbott’s Magic in Colon, Michigan. In the late
1930’s he invented a trick a day for 50 days.
Most
of
his
inventions were
sensational and
focused on torture!
One of his best known illusion was the Lester Lake
Guillotine, which was frighteningly realistic. He also
invented the Disecto and a platform-sized arm chopper.
Others invented were Spikes Through Leg, Chinese
Chopper and The Shredder—most of these effects can
still be purchased today!

65

$
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Exclusively From Mark Edward
Class Acts

Class Acts is a collection of time-tested
effects honed to perfection through over 30
years of teaching and sharing with both
private students and classroom, seminar and
lecture formats. Inside this 70 page tome you
will find 10 completely scripted routines
covering séance, Celtic magick, time travel,
telepathy, telekinesis, alchemy—and even a
card trick.
World renowned expert, Mark Edward, is a
constant authority on all things bizarre and is
featured frequently on international television
and movie projects as the “go to” consultant.
Class Acts will be limited
to 250 signed and
numbered copies printed exclusively for Stevens Magic
Emporium. Bonus: The first 50 people to order will also
receive a special bonus séance effect: “The Lost Girl of
Killarney Wood,” which is also signed and numbered
and printed on select antique papers.
Contents for Class Acts included: Mindful Explosion, Spot
On Miracle, The Nazca Stone, Clock Without Hands, Saint
Brigid’s Cross, Transatlantic Telepathy, Turba Philosophorum,
It’s All in Your Mind, The Fortune Cookie and Reigning Cats
and Dogs, plus Bonus effect.

55

$

More Mark Edward books available:
• Dolphin Tears - $55 • PSI Lines - $35

• Hand Springs - $50 • Tenebrae - $25
• Bundles - $40 • Silentium - $45
• Top 10 Mentalism With Cards - $43
• Restless Plots - $43 • Sense & Seance - $90
• Mediums Well Done - $23
• Loose Ends - $43 • Graphick - $45
• How To Increase Your Income With ESP - $28
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Gary Darwin Presents...
Darwin’s
Inexpensive Illusions

Over 40 inexpensive illusions with 150 illustrations
to show every detail that you need. Darwin explains
that he is giving you essentially the result of 20 years
of research on illusions. The illusions he gives you
are in the category of “Miracles” because they are
made of common materials that are familiar to your
audience. Illusions done with manufactured
“apparatus” are more like a puzzle according to
Darwin and therefore less captivating to the audience.
And he’s right!
You will learn much from
this book and add an
exciting dimension to
your show.
Endorsed by Siegfried
and Roy, Lance
Burton and Peter
Reveen.

20

$

Darwin’s
201 Jokes For Card Magicians
Totally reprinted! This book comes from the recent 2016
reprinting. The quality is superb for the price. From the
guy who could probably win any contest for knowing more
jokes than any other person on the planet—Gary Darwin.
Gary Darwin’s 201 Jokes for Card Magicians is just
that. A hilarious book that includes gags and jokes of all
sorts! Also, useful jokes (some would say crucial) when
performing with cards. Here is what
to say at each stage of the process—
picking a card, shuffling the deck and revealing the card. A
great resource for those who need that special touch for
their comedy! Recommended by
Johnny Thompson!

10

$
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William V. Rauscher Presents
Kalanag

Magician Of The Third Reich
A Kalanag Scrapbook including a lecture
CD and DVD of Kalanag in Performance.
William V. Rauscher tells the story of Helmut
Schreiber, who presented mysteries on the
stage and left us with a mystery of himself. His
political associations and enigmatic background
still pose questions for magic history—and for
those who explore World War II and theater
history. How did Kalanag rise to the peak of
success, and what shall we think of him? How
was he able to survive Hitler’s ‘Thousand Year
Reich” and emerge from the rubble of Nazi
Germany with a magnificent show called Sim
Sala Bim?
The scrapbook has 76 full-color
pages and hours of media with
CD and DVD! This is an
incredible value when you
consider what you get—the book,
DVD and CD.

60

$

The Death Camp Magicians

In collaboration with Werner Reich
A true story of Holocaust survivors Werner Reich and
Herbert Nivelli. Book is hardcover, over 215 pages,
numerous photos and illustrations.
As there are only a few books that encompass both the
history (as horrific as it was) and the art we all love from
this time period. This book highlights many magicians
including The Great Nivelli, featuring some great photos
from his performances and some of his props, as well as
a detailed listing of many other Jewish magicians. It is a
shocking tale of surviving the notorious Nazi Regime and how magic made a
difference in two lives as they journeyed from darkness into light. Readers of this
book must prepare themselves for a journey to the dark side . Through these pages
the reader will be transported back to the Nazi world during the years when the
Third Reich truly believed their leaders would rule the world. As a final warning—
this book echoes the words of the philosopher George Santayana, who said, “Those
who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

49.50

$
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Only For The Mentalist

Mystic Descendant

The Official Publication Of
Mentalism
Issue 1—The Offering

By Ron Chavis

Stevens Magic is very excited to add this book
to our customers. We have been waiting for
this opportunity for quite some time. Mystic
Descendant is a new quarterly publication for
all practitioners of Mentalism. This publication
is not a magazine nor a newsletter, but an actual
book that is free of advertisements and product
reviews. Written and compiled by Ron Chavis,
Mystic Descendant is unlike anything offered
on the market today. Ron’s goals are to supply
useful knowledge and inspiration, and to
stimulate creativity for everyone interested in
the thinking and performance of Mentalism.
Some of the features from Issue 1 include:
Spotlight Q&A—a very candid interview session that gives readers an opportunity
to really get to know a fellow performer (both their personal and their mentalism
sides). Our first guest under the Mystic Spotlight is Iain Dunford. Everything
from character mindset to “getting under the knickers of it all” is discussed.
The Script and The Method—A stand-up piece, “Distant Impressions.” The
mentalist uses his telepathic ability to lift impressions from the imagination of a
male participant and then uses the help of a female’s intuition to bring the
demonstration to a climax.
The Adventures of Johnny the Mentalist—A retired and struggling mentalist
encounters a young man intrigued to learn about the craft. A close-up piece is
demonstrated and explained.
Inside a London Pub—A close-up routine that is constructed based on three
things submitted by a fellow practitioner. This is a way of thinking
and designing your own personal sets for meaningful performances.
Backstage Pass—A fascinating conversation with full-time
performer Anthony Heads. A very honest and open discussion
that offers highs and lows of performing for a living.
Issue 1—The Offering is layered with practical advice,
honest thoughts, inspiration, experience and thoughtful
artwork for a one-of-a-kind publication.

25

$
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Truly A Winner!
Out Of My Hat
The Magic Of
David Garrard

By Roger L. Omanson

For
ewor
db
y Lance Bur
ton
ore
ord
by
Burton
Out Of My Hat contains some of
the magic that has made David
Garrard popular with audiences
throughout the United States for
almost 50 years and garnered him
appearances at several major magic
conventions. He is the creator of
Sketch-O-Magic and Pop Pop Poof!
Out Of My Hat includes close-up
magic as well as stage effects,
children’s routines and illusion tips and
ideas. Packed with 25 Close-up
Routines and 20 Stage Tricks. Plus routines for kids, tricks with miscellaneous
objects and tips and ideas for illusions.
There is also a special Friends Section with
magic by Fantasio, Mac King, Dan Garrett,
Stephen Bargatze, Steve Marshall, James
Hargrave, David Ginn, Tommy Ellison and
Dan Stapleton.
Book is Softback with Large format, and 250
pages.
“David Garrard has been my good friend for more
than 25 years. He is one of the most
knowledgeable and proficient magicians I know.”
--Lance Burton
“It was assuring to know that you were going to
be closing our convention. Your beautiful,
professional, sophisticated style was just the
ticket! I would highly recommend you to anyone
looking for high quality, magical entertainment.
You are terrific!” --Jep Hostetler, Executive
Director, Columbus Magifest

Soft Cover Only...$40
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Fabulous Magical History
The Experts

At The Card Table
By David Ben &
E.S. Andrews

The Experts At The Card Table
is a new interpretation of the
seminal work on Card Cheating,
Artifice, Ruse and Subterfuge at the
Card Table, self-published originally
by S. W. Erdnase, in Chicago in
1902.
Here, Ben offers a fresh and new
perspective on what he describes
as “The Erdnase System for Advantage Play”, that is, an approach for cheating at
card play. Ben has reformulated Erdnase’s
original prose for greater clarity in order to
illustrate clandestine card table artifice including
how to secretly locate desired cards, and secure
and stock them for the deal. The reader is
taught, in great detail, using over 750
photographs... how to falsely shuffle and cut
the deck, and manage and maintain the desired
cards while creating the illusion that the cards
are being thoroughly mixed. Finally, the reader
is instructed how to place the controlled cards
into desired hands.
While the general reader will find the technical
information and The Erdnase System for
Advantage Play highly educational, the book is
intended for those with an advanced
understanding of, and skill-set for, this arcane
art. This book is the first of three volumes which examines and
discusses the science and art of manipulating playing cards for
advantage play.
Book is hardbound, 10 x 10-inches with
dust jacket; 232 pages with over 750
photographs. This book is offered at
an incredible price considering its quality
on all fronts. Note: Excerpts from
Magic Magazine used “with
permission.”

75

$
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